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Ensuring that an interactive application allows users to perform their activities and reach their goals is critical to the overall
usability of the interactive application. Indeed, the effectiveness factor of usability directly refers to this capability. Assessing
effectiveness is a real challenge for usability testing as usability tests only cover a very limited number of tasks and activities.
This paper proposes an approach towards automated testing of effectiveness of interactive applications. To this end we
resort to two main elements: an exhaustive description of users’ activities and goals using task models, and the generation
of scenarios (from the task models) to be tested over the application. However, the number of scenarios can be very high
(beyond the computing capabilities of machines) and we might end up testing multiple similar scenarios. In order to overcome
these problems, we propose strategies based on task models manipulations (e.g., manipulating task nodes, operator nodes,
information...) resulting in a more intelligent test case generation approach. For each strategy, we investigate its relevance
(both in terms of test case generation and in terms of validity compared to the original task models) and we illustrate it with a
small example. Finally, the proposed strategies are applied on a real-size case study demonstrating their relevance and validity
to test interactive applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Usability testing is typically a craft process involving high-level expertise evaluators involved in very repetitive
testing tasks with multiple end users. According to the ISO 9241 standard [1] usability is decomposed into three
factors: efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. Efficiency can be (partly) assessed in a predictive way exploiting
high-level models such as GOMS [14], KLM [6] or Fitts’ law [9] related research contributions [11]. Satisfaction
received a lot of attention with the user experience wave, and questionnaires such as SUS [7] or AttrakDiff
[12] provide efficient ways of assessing users’ satisfaction. Effectiveness corresponds to the capability of the
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interactive application to allow users to reach their goals and to perform their activities. Assessing effectiveness
requires assessing (in an exhaustive way) that every goal is reachable and that each activity can be performed
on the application. This assessment is not compatible with the craft and manual process of usability evaluation
and thus requires computational support to automate that otherwise cumbersome assessment. The activity of
effectiveness testing is very similar to the one of software testing. Indeed, software testing aims at covering all
the possible execution cases to detect (and possibly remove) faults added by developers [24]. In that domain,
exhaustive testing can only be achieved using automated techniques. Interactive applications testing brings
additional issues as demonstrated in [21] and exploiting models during tests is the only way to deal with them.
Indeed, model-based testing [34] supports the automated generation, execution and evaluation of test cases. This
has been shown, for example, in [5, 26]. In the later, the TOM framework for the model-based testing of Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs) is used to generate execution scenarios to be automatically executed by CIRCUS [8] a tool
supporting task modeling and analysis in HAMSTERS [19].
Except for simple (or even trivial) user interfaces, however, generating test cases to cover all possible sequences
of user actions with the system is not feasible [26]. As this “brute force” approach is not feasible, it is important to
find ways of reducing the number of test cases to be checked. Even doing so, the number of relevant test cases can
be huge and testing them all time and resources consuming. Hence, before discarding a test case, a trade-off must
be reached between its quality and the cost of applying it. An example criterion could be interactive application
function coverage. With this criterion, a test suite covering all the functions offered by the interactive application
would be favored. Similarly, another criterion could be test case size minimization. With this criterion, a test
suite limiting the number of visits to the same state of the interactive application would be favored. However,
these criteria offer a system oriented perspective to the test cases selection and thus do not explicitly take into
account how the users will use the system. While this is acceptable in the area of software testing, this does not
stand when considering interactive applications and especially when their effectiveness has to be assessed.
This paper addresses this problem and proposes strategies for a so-called “more intelligent” test cases generation
approach, combining “brute force” avoidance and usage-centered selection of test cases. The goal is to guarantee
that a specified subset of all possible interactions between user and system (as defined in a task model) can
be fully covered by the testing process. With this in mind, the main contribution of the paper is a set of task
manipulation strategies that can be used to introduce simplifications into a task model. These manipulation
strategies were defined taking into particular consideration a specific application area (interactive cockpits), and
are applied on the most recent version of the task model notation HAMSTERS [18]. However, most of them
would be applicable to other domains and other task model notations, as most of the concepts in HAMSTERS
come from agreed knowledge in the domain of task modeling.
The paper is structured as follows: first related work is presented in order to put the work into context. We then
analyze alternatives for controlling test cases generation. Our strategies, based on task model’s manipulation, are
presented, followed by their application on a case study from the avionics domain. A discussion section presents
the advantages and the limitations of the strategies presented and outlines a process for organizing them. Finally,
the last section concludes the paper highlighting directions for future work.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section provides background information about model-based testing for graphical user interfaces and
presents related work on scenario-based testing of interactive applications.
2.1 Model-based Testing of Graphical User Interfaces
Model-Based Testing (MBT) is a black-box testing technique based on a model of the System Under Test (SUT).
The purpose of the technique is to evaluate a system’s implementation against its specification. The basic idea is
to use an abstract model that represents the behavior of the SUT to generate test cases. Then, after or during
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the execution of the test cases, the model is used as an oracle. The discovery of system errors is achieved by
comparing the results of the tests’ execution against those prescribed by the oracle. A distinctive advantage
of MBT is that a high level of automation can be achieved. Test case generation, test case execution and the
comparison of the oracle’s prediction with actual results are all tasks that can be automated.
The application of MBT to GUIs enables the automation of user interface testing from a reliability perspective
(cf. [13]). GUITAR [20] was probably the first project developed in this area. The goal was to develop a model-
based GUI testing framework, supporting the automation and integration of different tools and techniques
used in various phases of GUI testing. The framework has evolved into a extensible plugin-based architecture
supporting automated test case generation and execution, as well as platform-specific customizations, the addition
of new algorithms as plugins, and support for integration into third-party test harnesses and quality assurance
workflows [26].
The challenges placed by the application of MBT to GUIs range from which modeling approaches to use, and
how to obtain the needed models, to how to define an adequate test suite. A number of authors have explored
the application of reverse engineering techniques to deduce models from implemented systems in support for
test cases generation [3, 10, 23, 28, 31], while others have proposed deriving the test cases from design artifacts
[4, 5, 32]. Others, still, are concerned with the limitations posed by the use of event-based models of systems,
which are not adequate to test multi-touch and gesture-based interactions [16], and explore the use of specification
languages able to deal with advanced multi-event GUIs.
Because fully testing a GUI is rarely feasible for interactive computing systems of reasonable size, a balance
must be reached between the amount of coverage provided by the test cases, and the cost effectiveness of the test
suite. The concept of Test Patterns has been used to represent a set of test strategies that simplify the testing
of specific GUI features. This approach aims at promoting the reuse of test strategies to test typical behaviors
and has been applied both to web [22] and mobile [23] applications, but it is only able to test the aspects of
the user interface that are covered by the pattern language in use. Silva et al. [32] use ConcurTaskTree (CTT)
[29] task models as oracle in order to both reduce the cost of producing the oracle and focus the test cases on
the normative uses of the system. The drawback, however, is that the test suite can become too restrictive as
users might deviate from that normative behavior. The work was extended in [5] by including the notion of test
cases mutations, in order to take into account the possibility of deviations from the prescribed behavior (more
specifically, user errors).
2.2 Background
The work presented in this paper refines and extends the approach that has been presented in [5]. That approach
exploited task models to produce scenarios, that is, flows of execution of a given task model as proposed by [25].
Scenario-based testing of software applications received attention in software engineering. For instance, [17]
proposes the use of scenario-based test cases from explicit representation of user needs or more precisely user
safety needs as presented in [33]. [2] proposes the production of scenarios from requirements to limit tests to the
most purposeful ones. However none of them considers scenarios in connection with descriptions of users’ goals
and tasks.
This section first details the scenario-based testing of interactive application presented in [5]. Then, it quickly
introduces the HAMSTERS task modeling notation [18]. Finally, by highlighting the limitations of the approach
(tightly related to the expressiveness of the HAMSTERS notation), it defines the focus of this paper.
2.2.1 Scenario-Based Testing of Interactive Applications. The tool supported approach presented in [5] (see
Figure 1) assumes a model-based approach to systems development; more specifically, one in which task models
of the proposed systems are developed. Starting from the task models, a state machine is manually generated.
A task model defines the possible sequences of user and system actions to achieve a goal. At each instant a
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Fig. 1. Scenario-based testing of interactive applications process
set of actions is allowed. Executing an action, changes the set of allowed actions, as defined by the task model
hierarchical structure and operators. The set of task available at a given moment is called a Presentation Task Set
(PTS — cf. [30]).
A finite state machine capturing the behavior expressed in a task model can be created by considering the PTS
as states in the state machine and labeling the transitions with the tasks. The algorithm starts by calculating the
initial PTS of the model (which constitutes the initial state) and then, for each task in the PTS, calculates the
PTS/state resulting from its execution. The algorithm is applied to all PTS until all tasks in all PTS have been
exercised. This state machine is used to generate a list of abstract scenarios that will be used to automatically
generate the test cases.
The test cases can be: normative or mutated scenarios. Normative scenarios capture concrete sequences of
action as described by the task model. Mutated scenarios intent to capture possible user errors as deviations from
the norm (described by the task model). These mutated scenarios however might be normative or not and have
to be categorized. This is done through their automatic running on the task model: if a mutated scenario can be
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Fig. 2. High-level Task Types in HAMSTERS
executed on the task model, it is categorized as normative, otherwise as non-normative. Together, normative
scenarios and non-normative scenarios form the set of test cases. While the mutation of test cases helps increase
the coverage provided by a test cases set, the focus here is on normative behaviors and mutations will not be
further addressed.
These test cases are automatically executed on the system through the scenario-driven co-execution of the task
model and the interactive system (the SUT). This step leads to i) a list of scenarios with the expected execution
outcome and ii) a list of scenarios with an unexpected execution outcome. The execution outcome of a normative
scenario is expected to be successful (meaning that all of its tasks have to be performed successfully on the
system); on the contrary, the execution outcome of a non-normative scenario is expected to be unsuccessful.
Finally, the scenarios with an unexpected execution outcome are analyzed: the developer has to check whether
the error comes from an error within the task model or within the application. In the first case, the task model
needs to be amended in order to correct the error (“Mending of tasks” loop back to the task models on the
left-hand side in Figure 1). In the second case, the application design needs to be amended in order to enable
the completion of this task (“Mending of system” loop back to the interactive system on the right-hand side in
Figure 1).
2.2.2 HAMSTERS Notation. HAMSTERS [19] is a tool-supported graphical task modeling notation for rep-
resenting human activities in a hierarchical and ordered manner. At the higher abstraction level, goals can be
decomposed into sub-goals, which can in turn be decomposed into activities. The output of this decomposition is
a graphical tree of nodes. Nodes can be tasks or temporal operators.
Tasks can be of several types (see Figure 2) and contain information such as a name, information details, and
criticality level. Only the single user high-level task types are presented here but they are further refined. For
instance, the cognitive tasks can be refined into Analysis and Decision tasks, and collaborative activities can
be refined into several task types. Temporal operators (presented in Table 1) are used to represent temporal
relationships between sub-goals and between activities. Tasks can also be tagged by temporal properties to
indicate whether or not they are iterative, optional or both. The HAMSTERS notation and tool provide support
for task-system integration at the tool level by structuring a large number and complex set of tasks, introducing
the mechanism of subroutines and generic components, and describing data that is required and manipulated in
order to accomplish tasks.
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Table 1. Temporal Ordering Operators in HAMSTERS
Operator type Symbol Description
Enable T1»T2 T2 is executed after T1
Concurrent T1|||T2 T1 and T2 are executed at the same time
Choice T1[]T2 T1 is executed OR T2 is executed
Disable T1[>T2 Execution of T2 interrupts the execution of T1
Suspend-resume T1|>T2 Execution of T2 interrupts the execution of T1, T1 execution is resumed after T2
Order Independent T1|=|T2 T1 is executed then T2 OR T2 is executed then T1
2.2.3 Limitations of the Original Approach. The main limitation of the approach just described is that it takes
for granted the fact that it is possible to generate the exhaustive list of scenarios. In complex systems, testing
based on covering all control flow or all data flow paths is intractable [2]. In this particular approach, problems in
test case generation arise due to the complexity of the dialogue between user and system. This complexity is
manifested in the task model, which, in turn, reflects on the state machine used for test case generation. In order
to guide the test case generation process, it is first necessary to understand this complexity.
Sources of complexity stem from the interplay between a number of HAMSTERS operators and the fact that
behaviors must be explicitly represented in the state machine derived from the task model:
• Iteration. Cycles in the state machine reduce the choice of algorithms (e.g., for state traversal or state
machine reduction) that can be applied as several such algorithms require acyclic graphs.
• Order independence. The state machine must allow all permutations of the sub-tasks of a order independence
operator, this will originate n! paths, where n is the number of sub-tasks of the operator.
• Concurrency. In this case, the permutations must be considered at the level of each sub-tasks’ activities,
taking into account that they must preserve the individual behavior of each sub-task in isolation; as
sub-tasks grow in complexity, the concurrency operator rapidly increases the complexity of the generated
state machine.
• Interruptions. To model interruptions the state machine must provide the interruption sub-task in all
steps of the interruptible sub-tasks, thus contributing to increase the number of transitions in the model;
interruptions are routinely used, as a modeling pattern, as a means to stop iterations.
• Suspend-resume. Suspend-resume operators extend interruptions with the need to return to the point where
the interruption happens; for that to be modeled, the interrupting task must be repeated as many times as
the number of atomic tasks in the interrupted sub-task.
• Data space. When generating the HAMSTERS scenarios, concrete values must be provided for the input
values, thus each path over the state machine will generate many scenarios.
3 ALTERNATIVES FOR CONTROLLING TEST CASE GENERATION
Having identified the need to reduce the number of test cases generated, while ensuring a good coverage of the
most likely usages of the system, this section now discusses alternatives to having a smarter test case generation
process. In particular, it first presents the possibility to deal with this issue at the level of the state machine, and
then at the level of the task model. Finally, it presents the approach that we propose in this paper.
3.1 At the Level of the State Machine
The typical approach for reducing the number of test cases generated is to define coverage criteria and then
produce the minimal set of test cases that comply with those criteria. Memon [21] argues that traditional structural
criteria (based on code coverage), are not appropriate for GUI testing and that GUI event-based criteria should be
used instead. Several criteria based on event coverage are proposed.
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Since interactive tasks in a task model can be mapped to GUI events, we could imagine defining a coverage
criterion requiring every interactive task to be executed at least once. The problem, however, is that it is not
immediate how to choose a specific visiting order with such criterion. What this means is that it is not easy to
control which scenarios will be generated when traversing the state machine.
The above problem is relevant because not all behaviors will be equally likely on the user interface, and ideally
the testing process should give priority to those behaviors the user is more likely to exhibit. For example, while
the task model might define as valid any order of filling in a login form, a user is more likely to fill in the user
name first and only then the password. If resources are limited, priority should be given to testing the first
possibility.
3.2 At the Level of the Task Model
The analysis of which scenarios are more likely, is more easily done at the task model level. The hierarchical
decomposition of tasks/goals into sub-tasks can be used to more easily judge which behavior to consider. This leads
to the consideration that the control over which scenarios to generate should be done at this level. Additionally,
this allows creating a smaller state machine representation of the model, since only the relevant scenarios will be
considered, which is advantageous in terms of the performance of the scenarios generation process.
The goal, then, is to generate a state machine that exhibits only a subset of the behavior of the task model,
as this will simplify the generation of more relevant scenarios. Two options can be considered for this. A first
possibility is to change the PTS-based state machine generation algorithm to take into consideration the likelihood
of each specific task execution alternative. The algorithm would have to be configured, for example, by using
annotations on the task model to determine which parts of the model would be represented on the generated
state machine. A simpler alternative is to directly manipulate the task model to restrict allowed behaviors to
those that are deemed more likely to happen. The generation algorithm can remain the same, and the decisions
made are more easily visualized in the intermediate task model thus generated. It should be stressed that this,
intermediate, modified task model is purely instrumental and not a normative model of the system’s tasks.
3.3 Our Approach
The two alternatives above address the same problem, albeit from different starting points. The second alternative
has the advantage that the generation algorithm is kept simple, while allowing a more clear visualization (through
the manipulated task model) of which assumptions about user behavior are being made. Hence, in what follows,
the control of scenarios generation through the introduction of changes in the task model is the preferred
approach. Nevertheless, in specific cases, the first approach may also be used.
4 CONTROLLING TEST CASE GENERATION THROUGH TASK MODEL MANIPULATION
This section presents a catalog of strategies for task model manipulation, targeted at guiding the generation of
test scenarios to those more relevant for the system under analysis. The strategies to manipulate the task model
can be categorized in one of four types, depending on what type of modification is applied:
• Removal of non-interaction tasks. These strategies use the fact that only interaction related tasks are relevant
for the automated execution of test scenarios to simplify the task model.
• Modifying the task attributes. These include putting a upper bound on the number of times an iterative task
can be repeated.
• Modifying the operators. These include replacing operators that lead to complexity in the generated state
machine (such as independence or concurrency operators) by enabling operators to simplify the dialogue
structure.
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• Limiting the data space. These include defining equivalence classes for the data to input. The problem of
generating input values is a well studied topic with its specific set of techniques (e.g., [27]) and will not be
addressed further here.
As it will be discussed below, applying these strategies must be done taking into consideration what the likely
usages of the system are. This makes applying the proposed process compatible with an evidence based software
engineering approach [15].
4.1 Removal of Non-Interaction Tasks
In practice, only interaction tasks are relevant for the execution of the scenarios on the system. Non-interaction
related tasks (e.g., system tasks or cognition related tasks), are relevant for task analysis and for assessing possible
usability related problems. Here however, while some level of usability related reasoning can be achieved (such as
reasoning about the effectiveness of the user interface wrt. the tasks that should be supported), we are focusing
mainly on the reliability of the user interface implementation. When concrete test scenarios are generated,
only interaction tasks are considered, and all non-interaction related tasks present in the abstract test case are
disregarded. This happens because the MBT process captures the interaction between user and SUT, but not
the user’s cognitive processes nor the system’s internal processes. It is relevant because it opens the possibility
of simplifying the models by removing some, or all, of the non-interaction tasks from the model, prior to the
generation of the state machine.
Two approaches can be considered for this: aggregating non-interaction tasks or complete removal of non-
interaction tasks. These approaches are described below. It is relevant to note that, while the examples in this paper
do not present system tasks, the ideas presented herein are also applicable to them (as they are non-interaction
tasks).
4.1.1 Aggregation of Non-Interaction Tasks. The first, more conservative approach, is to simplify the model by
abstracting sequences of non-interaction related tasks into single tasks. The changes to the model are small in
this case as the non-interaction tasks are kept in the model, albeit at a higher level of abstraction. Consider, for
example, the sub-task tree for task “Ensure display of waypoints” in Figure 3. In this situation, the two tasks
“Perceive ND image” and “Analyse if waypoints are displayed” are replaced by a single task (e.g., an abstract user
task named “Perceive ND image and Analyse if waypoints are displayed”).
4.1.2 Complete Removal of Non-Interaction Tasks. A second, more aggressive, alternative is to filter all non-
interaction related tasks out of the model. This will imply structural changes to the task model. Consider, again,
the sub-task “Ensure display of waypoints” in Figure 3. If tasks “Perceive ND image” and “Analyse if waypoints
are displayed” are removed, then it makes sense to aggregate “Ensure display of waypoints” and “Activate display
of waypoints” abstract tasks and replace them by a single task. Changes might also be necessary to ensure that
the set of possible behaviours, when only interaction tasks are considered, is not changed.
4.2 Modifying the Task Attributes: Limiting the Number of Iterations
In this strategy, we define a maximum number of iterations for iterative tasks, by defining an upper bound on
all relevant iterative tasks in the task model. This information can be used in one or two ways. The first is to
generate a state machine that structurally allows for the maximum number of iterations only. In practice this
means unfolding the cycles in the state machine up to the defined upper bound. The advantage of this approach
is that the state machine becomes acyclic. The drawback is that the state machine will increase in size.
An alternative is to use the cycles’ upper bounds to control the traversal algorithm. Hence, if a cycle can only
be executed once, we instruct the algorithm to allow only two visits to the relevant starting state (one happens at
the start of the cycle, the other at the end). If information is included in the states regarding how many times
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Fig. 3. "Display waypoints on ND" task model
they can be visited, the algorithm can be constructed such that different bounds can be used for each iterative
task. If not, a general bound can be used which will be applied to all cycles. In general, for an upper bound of n,
the starting state for the cycle will be visited n + 1 times.
The rationale behind this manipulation is that although a task might be repeated many times, in practice there
is a maximum number of iterations that it is reasonable to expect. Additionally, from a testing perspective, it
typically will not be relevant to repeat the task a large number of times. To judge what a reasonable number of
iterations is, evidence obtained either from requirements analysis, or from observation or records of system use,
can be used.
4.3 Modifying the Operators
Four operators are candidates to being replaced, as they increase the complexity of the generated state machine:
order-independent, concurrent, interruption and suspend-resume operators.
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Fig. 4. Task model illustrating the use of an order independence operator
Fig. 5. Finite State Machine corresponding to the task model presented in Figure 4
4.3.1 Replace Order-Independent Operators. Order independence between sub-tasks is a major contributor to
the state explosion in the state machine generated from a task model. Consider the simple example in Figure 4,
although the task model has only three tasks at the leaves, the resulting state machine has fifteen transitions (see
Figure 5). This happens because we must consider all the permutations of the three tasks’ execution. Hence for
three tasks we must have six (3!) paths in the state machine.
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To avoid this, in this strategy, we define a concrete order for the order independent tasks. This is achieved by
replacing order independence operators with enabling operators. The most appropriate sequencing of sub-tasks
must be determined and the task model updated accordingly.
The rationale behind this strategy is that, as already discussed, while the execution order for the task might not
be relevant, typically users will tend to carry it out in a specific order and, in many cases, that order is consistent
across users. This happens, e.g., in aircraft cockpits where pilots have well defined operations procedures (either
prescribed or observed in practice).
4.3.2 Replace Concurrent Operators. Concurrent tasks add an additional level of complexity to order indepen-
dence. In particular, if the concurrent sub-tasks are further decomposed. In order independence, a sub-task, once
started, would be executed until completion, before another sub-task could be executed. With concurrency, the
state machine must consider all possible permutations of the sub-tasks’ activities.
In the strategy to address this issue, we again define a concrete order to concurrent tasks by replacing order
concurrency operators with enabling operators. As above, the most appropriate sequencing of sub-tasks must be
determined and the task model updated accordingly.
The rationale behind this strategy is the same as for order independence.
4.3.3 Replace Interruption Operators. The interruption operator adds an additional transition to all states of
the interrupted sub-task (see Figures 6 and 7). In this strategy, we replace interruption operators with enabling
operators. As before, the viability and approach to removing the interruption operator must take into consideration
the concrete task and usage scenarios.
The presence of interruption operators in a HAMSTERS task model can have one of two origins. Interruption
operators are routinely used as a modeling pattern to control iterative behavior. This is the case of the model
in Figure 6, where the task "Decide to stop configuring display of waypoints" is used to signal the end of the
iteration over “Manage display of waypoints”. These tasks can be removed once the number of iterations of the
iterative task is limited, using the Limit number of iterations strategy. The need to model the decision to stop
becomes unnecessary if we also assume that tasks will always be repeated the maximum number of times.
Interruptions might, of course, also be due to the nature of the task. In that case, simply removing the operator
might not be feasible. The option is to choose the most representative interruption conditions and include only
those in the model. This amounts to defining equivalence classes w.r.t. interruptions and model only one concrete
interruption per equivalence class. Once this is done, the interruption operator can be removed by adding the
interrupting sub-task as an alternative in the location of the model where the interruption should be considered.
4.3.4 Replace Suspend-Resume Operators. This strategy is similar to the one for interruption operators just
discussed. As in that case, representative instances of suspend-resume behaviors must be selected for testing.
The main difference is that the suspend-resume operators are then removed by adding the suspend sub-tasks as
optional sub-tasks and not as alternatives. This guarantees that the task might be executed without terminating
the suspended tasks, and that these tasks will resume their course once the suspending sub-task ends.
5 APPLICATION ON A CASE STUDY
In this section we discuss the impact of applying the above strategies to an example: the task models of the Flight
Control Unit Software (FCUS) system. First, details about the case study and its task modeling are provided. Then
the results of applying the different strategies to the FCUS task model are described and discussed.
All test were run on a 2012 MacBook Pro laptop with an i7 processor and 8GB of RAM. CIRCUS was used to
edit the task models and TOM (implemented in Java using JDK8) to generate the test cases. The algorithm for
generating state machines from task models was manually applied and the result double checked by the task
model authors.
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Fig. 6. Task model illustrating the use of an interruption operator
Fig. 7. Finite State Machine corresponding to the task model presented in Figure 6
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Fig. 8. The EFIS_CP (left side) and the AFS_CP (right side) pages composing the Flight Control Unit Software interactive
application
5.1 The Flight Control Unit Software
This section first introduces the Flight Control Unit Software application and then describes the task modeling
for the "Check for thunderstorms and avoid them if necessary" task that can be performed using this application.
5.1.1 Informal Presentation of the Flight Control Unit Software. In interactive cockpits, the Flight Control Unit
(FCU) is a hardware panel composed of several electronic devices (such as buttons, knobs, displays,...). It allows
crew members to interact with the Auto-Pilot and to configure flying and navigation displays. The FCU Software
is considered as a graphical interactive application for replacing the FCU hardware panel by graphical interfaces.
It is composed of two interactive pages (that are displayed in Figure 8):
• EFIS_CP: Electronic Flight Information System Control Panel for configuring piloting and navigation
displays.
• AFS_CP: Auto Flight System Control Panel for the setting of the autopilot state and parameters.
For example, this application is displayed on two of the eight cockpit LCD screens in the Airbus A380, one
for the Captain and the other for the First Officer. The crew members can interact with the application via the
Keyboard and Cursor Control Units which gather in a single hardware component a keyboard and a trackball.
One of the activities that the pilot has to perform using the FCUS interactive application is to check the weather
condition and verify if thunderstorms are on the flight route of the aircraft. This task can be done using the
EFIS_CP to bring up the navigation display (ND) where weather radar information and the aircraft flight route
are shown. If thunderstorms happen to be on the aircraft route, the pilots can avoid them by modifying (using the
AFS_CP) the aircraft heading or its flight level. The task modeling for this goal is presented in the next section.
5.1.2 Task Modeling. As presented above, the “Check for thunderstorms and avoid them if necessary” task is
divided into two subtasks. First, the pilot has to check if the aircraft route is crossing any thunderstorms, and
second, the pilot has to change the aircraft route (if necessary) in order to avoid thunderstorms.
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Due to space limitations, we describe in this paper the “Check for thunderstorm” subtask only. Its HAMSTERS
task model is presented in Figure 9. In order to accomplish this task, the pilot has first to decide to configure
the navigation display (“Decide to configure ND to check for thunderstorms” cognitive user task in Figure 9).
Then the pilot displays the EFIS_CP page if needed (“Display EFIS_CP” optional abstract task), and verifies that
the weather radar is activated (“Ensure that weather radar is activated" abstract task). Finally, the pilot builds a
mental model of the weather condition in front of the aircraft (“Build mental model of weather condition in front
of the plane” abstract task). This last task consists of concurrently configuring the ND (“Configure ND” abstract
task) and examining the map (“Examine map” abstract task). For configuring the ND, the pilot first displays
the waypoints if needed (“Display waypoints on ND” optional abstract task, detailed in Figure 3). Then, after
analyzing the ND image, s/he sets, in an order independent way, a new ND mode and a new ND range, if needed.
Fig. 9. Task model for the “Check for thunderstorm” task
5.2 Applying the Strategies
The state machine generated from the full task model contained 92 states and 261 transitions. Generating scenarios
directly from this task model proved unfeasible: even limiting the number of iterations to 1 (by setting up the
algorithm to transverse every edge only once and each vertex at most twice), the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
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run out of memory (due to exceeding the garbage collection overhead limit) after having generated over 368
thousand paths. Increasing the maximum memory allocation pool for the JVM to 4GB allowed the generation of
more paths (over 740 thousand) but the JVM still run out of memory before the process ended.
In order to illustrate the use of the strategies proposed above, the following process will be followed: application
of each relevant strategy, which results in the modification of the task model, and presentation of the results of
its application in terms of the resulting state machines’ size and number of generated test cases (where feasible).
Presentation of the resulting state machines (similar to the ones presented in Figures 7 and 5) is omitted, due to
space constraints. More specifically, we present, in the following subsections, first the cumulative application of
the different operator modification strategies on the case study, and then the application of the non-interaction
task removal strategies. The modifying task attributes strategy has been applied in all cases: for all of them, the
number of iterations was initially restricted to one and then progressively lifted if feasible.
5.2.1 Modifying Operators on the Full Task Model. This section presents the cumulative application of the
different operator modification strategies on the case study:
(1) Replacing order independent operators. First an execution order was defined for order independent tasks.
This had, for instance, an impact on the last (rightmost) operator of the “Configure ND” task sub-tree in
Figure 9. In this case, the decided order was that “Set ND mode” would always be done before “Set ND
range”. Over the full model, the change resulted in eliminating 21 states and 69 transitions from the state
machine, which then featured 71 states and 192 transitions. However, the number of possible scenarios still
exceeded what was feasible to generate.
(2) Replacing concurrent operators. The next step was to define an order to concurrent tasks. This was relevant,
for example, to the “Build mental model of weather condition in front of the plane” abstract task in Figure 9.
In that case, the decided order was that the “Configure ND” abstract task would be done before the “Examine
map” abstract task. The resulting changes allowed for a further simplification of the state machine which
now consisted of 67 states and 176 transitions. With this version of the model it became possible to generate
scenarios if iterations were disallowed (by restricting the maximum number of visits to each vertex to 1). A
total of 322,608 unique paths were generated over the state machine. However, in the HAMSTERS notation,
iterative tasks must always be executed at least once (unless they are also optional), so this configuration is
in fact not valid. If iterations were allowed, even if only once, again the process could not be completed.
(3) Replacing interruption operators. The final step was to eliminate the interruption tasks (as no suspend-resume
operator is present within the studied task model). As all uses of interruption were instances of the iterative
modeling pattern, iterative tasks were considered to always execute their maximum allowed number of
times. The impact of the change resulted in the removal of tasks such as “Decide to stop configuring
ND”. While this did not reduce the number of states, the number of transitions was reduced to 98. Hence,
this proved to be the most effective strategy in terms of reducing the number of transitions in the states
machine.
Overall, the accumulated effect of the changes was to reduce the state machine from 92 states and 261 transitions
to 67 states and 98 transitions. With this machine, the tool was able to finish the generation process. With the
maximum number of iterations restricted to one, the total number of paths generated was 27,840. If a maximum
of 2 iterations was allowed, the total number of paths raised to 240,480.
5.2.2 Removing of Non-Interaction Tasks. This section presents the application of the two strategies for
removing the non-interaction tasks:
(1) Aggregating non-interaction tasks. Aggregating non-interaction tasks considerably reduced the size of
the original model to 70 states and 202 transitions. Applying the node strategies above allowed a further
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reduction to 51 states and 82 transitions. With this model, it was possible to generate 9,984 and 48,000
paths, for the 1 iteration and 2 iterations limits, respectively.
(2) Complete removing of non-interaction tasks. The final experiment was the complete removal of the non-
interaction tasks from the model. This proved to be a non-trivial process, as it can considerably affect the
structure of the task model.
Figure 10 depicts the task model for the “Check for thunderstorm” task without any non-interaction tasks.
In this figure, we can see that the structure of the model is completely changed. The more important
changes concern the “Ensure that weather radar is activated” and the “Build mental model of weather
condition in front of the plane” abstract tasks in Figure 9: we can see that in Figure 10, these two tasks
are replaced by the “Activate weather radar” and “Configure ND” abstract tasks. This is due to the fact
that the original tasks (in Figure 9) contain a large number of non-interaction tasks. In the specific case
of the “Build mental model of weather condition in front of the plane” abstract task, if we remove all the
non-interaction tasks, the “Examine map” sub-task is deleted, as are all of the decision tasks leading to
interruptions (e.g., “Decide to stop configuring ND” cognitive user task). When all these tasks have been
removed, the “Build mental model of weather condition in front of the plane” abstract tasks in Figure 9
only contains the “Configure ND” abstract task. That’s why, in Figure 10, the “Configure ND” task replaces
the “Build mental model of weather condition in front of the plane” task of Figure 9.
In fact, the activity of completely removing non-interaction tasks also implied that the algorithm for
generating the states machine had to be adjusted. As already mentioned, the interruption operator is
routinely used to terminate iterations. Typically these iterative behaviors are terminated by a choice
from the user not to continue the interaction (i.e., there is not necessarily an interaction action to indicate
termination, but rather the user will engage in another sub-task or end the task). In these cases, once
the non-interaction tasks are removed, there is no action in the model to indicate termination and, if the
iteration happens at the end of the task, the algorithm is not able to generate an end state. Since this state is
needed for the generation of tests cases, the algorithm had to be adjusted to include an artificial end state.
In terms of machine size reduction this proved the most effective approach, as the generated states machine
became 28 states and 59 transitions. With this machine, a total of 11,264 and 63,960 paths, for the 1 and 2
iterations limits, were generated.
The node strategies became of limited use here due to the structural changes that removing the non-
interactive tasks caused in the model. Even so, applying them further educed the states machine to 24 states
and 51 transitions. With this simplified version, the number of generated test cases decreased to 1,584 and
9,750 for for the 1 and 2 iterations limits. With three iterations, 90,288 paths were generated.
6 DISCUSSION
The examples above show the feasibility of applying the defined strategies for reducing the number of test cases
generated. What has not been addressed is the quality of the resulting evaluation (i.e. of the generated test
cases set). Ultimately, the quality of the test cases is dependent on two aspects: the quality of the strategies per
se, and the concrete choices made when applying them. While the simplifications introduced by the strategies
reduce the set of behaviors that are possible, thus the number of test cases that are generated, we argue that
the approach guarantees, or at least makes it possible to guarantee, that the analysis will focus on the relevant
interactions with the user interface under test. This happens because the task manipulations that are applied to
the task model clearly identify which behaviors are being removed from the model (hence from the analysis),
thus supporting the tester in guiding the testing process to those aspects of the interaction that are deemed more
relevant. Additionally, once generation of all test cases becomes feasible, the process guarantees full coverage (up
to some number of iterations of iterative tasks) of these relevant interactions.
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Fig. 10. Task model for the “Check for thunderstorm” task without non-interaction tasks
Different combinations of the strategies were explored in the previous section. While the more aggressive
non-interaction tasks removal strategies is the one that presents better results, it is the most complex to apply
requiring considerable structural changes to the task model, which makes it more error prone. Hence, the best
approach is to start the process with the more conservative non-interaction tasks aggregation strategy. Thus, the
proposed process for applying the strategies that we presented is the following:
(1) Start by applying non-interaction tasks aggregation to the task model;
(2) Apply the concurrency and order-independence operators replacement strategies to the resulting model;
(3) Apply the interruption and suspend-resume replacement strategies;
(4) Run the algorithm starting with a low number of iterations and increasing as needed/feasible.
(5) If the algorithm is not able to ensure full coverage of the resulting model, apply the non-interactive tasks
removal strategy.
Following this process it becomes possible to achieve full coverage of a clearly identified subset of the original
task model. Defining this subset inevitably requires knowledge of the domain (e.g. about operation procedures
and/or the operation of similar systems). This is the type of knowledge a tester should have in the first place. The
goal of the approach is to help capture that knowledge in order to automate the testing process, making it more
exhaustive and repeatable. In the present case TOM was used, but arguably the approach could be integrated into
other testing frameworks (e.g. GUITAR).
Once abstract test cases have been generated, they can be reused on any system implementation. However,
when the task model is updated, test cases must be regenerated. This means that a small change in the task
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model implies a complete repetition of the process. Avoiding this requires an incremental approach to test case
generation. If the difference between the previous and new models is determined, then only test cases for that
part of the model that has changed need to be regenerated. Test cases not covering that part of the model can be
reused.
While this strategies, and process, proved useful in the example above, some cautionary notes should be
considered regarding the validity of the results. First, to gain confidence on the adequacy of the strategies
proposed, more and more extensive case studies need to be carried out. It is particularly relevant that these
cover different application domains. Indeed, the strategies were developed in the specific domain of interactive
cockpits, so there is a risk that the approach is biased to this domain. We feel they are reasonably generic, but
whether other domains’ tasks might have characteristics that require additional of different strategies is still
to be determined. Second, these further case studies need to take data input into consideration. At this point
of the study, this aspect has not been addressed, and its effect on the process needs to be assessed. Finally, the
strategies were developed using the HAMSTERS task modeling notation. It should be possible to adapt them to
other hierarchical task modeling notations, for example CTT [29]. However, particularly for the strategies that
have a structural impact on the models or exploit detailed data models, the effect of the difference in approaches
to represent operators between the two task modeling notations must be analyzed.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Model-based testing supports the automation of GUI testing, but it is still the case that, in practice, only a subset
of all possible interactions can be generated and tested. This paper was concerned with how to define a “more
intelligent” test cases generation approach, so that test cases generation and execution is made possible by
reducing their number, and an usage-centered selection of test-cases is favored.
To deal with this issue, the main contributions of this paper are: first, a set of task model manipulation strategies,
and second, a process to apply them, which can be used to introduce simplifications into a HAMSTERS task
model. These simplifications restrict the possible behaviors of the model to those deemed more relevant. By doing
this, it becomes possible to ensure full coverage of the simplified task model. The advantage is that it becomes
clear, during the tasks manipulation process, which behaviors are being considered inside the analysis, and which
behaviors are left out of the analysis.
The paper opens a number of further research lines. First, the test case generation process must be extended to
include input data. Once that is done, the strategies need to be revised to consider whether adjustments need to
be made or new data specific strategies need to be included in the approach. Second, an incremental approach
needs to be developed as this will further reduce the cost of the testing approach. A possible approach is to
generate state machines for both task models and determine their difference, using this information to generate
test cases for those parts that are different from the original. In order to make the paths complete (traversing the
state machine from start to end), they can be complemented with the shortest path from the start state up to the
point where the differences start. An alternative is to perform the difference on the task models. Determining the
best approach is a topic for future work. Finally, while the generation of test cases from the state machine, and
the co-execution of the corresponding scenarios against a SUT, are currently automated, tool support for two
other aspects of the approach needs to be developed. One the one hand, the generation of the state machine from
the task model. It is envisaged that this step can be fully automated. On the other hand, the manipulation of the
task models. While this can already be done in CIRCUS, it would be useful to have a dedicated tool (or CIRCUS
plugin) to support the application of the strategies.
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